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Since undertaking to run the JACT Advanced kvel Classical

Ciyilisation Bureau, I have become, somewhat to my con-

stemation, an agony-aunt and instant expert in how to teach

the subject. t do not feel happy in either r6le; nevertheless

the flovr of requests for help and advice from people setting

up courses in their schools is constant, and prompts me to

cbnsider two questions of importance to practising and

intending teachers, ttre first is 'What is the natur€ of tltis

coursie, and hovr does it relate to courses in Classical Studies

at other levels?' and the second 'tWhat help is available to the

pupil and the teacher involved in the course?'' These are the

ioliict dealt with in this article, but it will also be evident

ttr-at I have in the back of my mind that the corrse may be

under att?ck from some as yet unidentified quarter -
university dqrartments, it may be, arxious that over-

e"pos.rri should not ruin their ovrn chances of survival, or
admissions tutors concemed aboutttre rigourofthe zubject' I
will not pretend that I shall counter such imaginary attacks;

rather t irope to allay any such fears ttrrough my belief that

the subjecf can be meaningfully taught at all levels - a spiral

curriculum or (asJohn Sharwood Smith put it)'the distilla-

tion of elements which can then be gradually enriched''
The Classical Civilisation paper serves three distinct

groups. It'is taken as a ttrird 'A' level by those who are

Iolowing a more traditional coufse in Classical languages,

and offers an dternative to the Ancient History paper'

Secondly it is taken by pupils who are new to classical

studies as one of a range of 'A' levelswhich may include both
Arts and Science subjects. Thirdly it is being taken by

students who have been involved in classical studies from
Foundation Course upwards through 'O' level or CSE

courres, and who nowwish to take ttreir studies to a higher

level. This last group may be unusual given the present

difficulties facing classics teaching, but in the author's

experience is not unknown.
ihe syllabus is for the most part literary in emphasis (the

main exception being the Art and Architecture topic);
pupils are iequired to rgad quite large selections of liter-
^rto-t i" transiation and to shovr their appreciation of both
genre and individuat example, and of-the purposes and

hethods of the various writers, and to show some detailed

knowledge of a prescribed section of the reading and an

understanding of ttre place of these works in tlle develop'

ment of western European culture. The syllabus requires

in-depth study and is a tall order to put it mildly, but it is
possiLle for a candidate to be successful in the examination

ihil. 
"ot ".ntrating 

on iust four topics, by making sure that

he or she has a detailed knowledge of the texs' It is possible

also to substitute a dissertation for one of the topics'
We have some information aboutthe circumstancesunder

which ttre subject is being taught. The Bureau recently
conducted a survey arnong teachers of the syllabus which
revealed that ttre average number in sixth-form groups s/as

eight or nine and that the majority of schools were able to
pr6vide about four and three-quarter hours of tuition per

week for them. For an Arts subject in a maintained school
this is not at all bad. The problem seems to be that there is a

awful lot of background and informationwhich needs to be

got across in order that ttre pupils may make sense of the

ieading. If thg pupils'other subjects are unconnected, then

time is the most important fuctor. This lack of connection
can sometimes be a benefit to Classical Civilisation since

skills learnt in other subiects can be applied to the course'

The subject is being taught solely by classics teachers, so

that knowledge and e4pertise in the field are by no means

lacking: what is missing is a sense of confidence both in
one's ability to put the subiect across, and in the ultimate
value of what one is doing.

What then do teachers in this situation require? I will
suggest some possibilities for consideration by both teachers

and-anyone else who wants to see ttle syllabus better served'

The first need is for a course-trook the syllabus is wide-
ranging and each part is related to our cultural heritage, but
the pupils need an idea of how classical civilisation hangs

togeth-r, an over-view of its nature as well as a review of its
constituent parts. The book might deal with such concepts

as iustice,war, moralityand so on.You mayobject that there
are plenry ofsuch books around; I would argue that none of
them is 5rrfficiently closely linked to the demands of the
course nor suited to the potential'client''

The second need is for commentaries. The pattem, the
ideal, has abeady been established by Malcolm Willcock's
coflrmentary on the lliad, but there is a need for much
more. The Bristol Classical Press have announced that the
first in a new series which they are commissioning will be

available shortly. It is imPortant that these commentaries
are accessible to Sixth Formers: ttrey must contain a great
deal of straightforward explanation and analysis, particularly
of those things which to the experienced and well-versed
classicist may seem self-evident and simple, but which are

certainly not so to the newcomer. Without being patron-
ising they should be thorougf and helpfrtl'

Many teachers have found that they have had to work
hard to produce a reading list of other ancient authors

whose workhelps the pupil to understandwhat is infront of
them, or to set a particular work in its context. We might
illustrate thispoint from the Satire topic: ateachermightuse
the idea of contrasting views of life in town and life in the
country as a theme in Satire, as an example of howthe sarne

iilea reappears in different works; but on what evidence is

the pupil to base his generalisation when the reading set

only actually contains two or three?
Finally the teachers themselves need help: bibliographieq.

articles, examples of good wodq monographs, sets of notes

- all ttrese have their place, and the Bureau atteqlcs to
proyide them. The service it provides (and I can se"v rttiq 6
its secretary) is woefully inadequate. It would be less so

given the kind of resources I have zuggested- fertryo atso

Ieachers should be more willing to share ideas and pttol
resources, and the Bureau would be the logical eooildinating
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point for such actiYity.
This article is really about the kind of help and support

classics teachers would like to have from academics as well
as from their own ranks in the preparation of materials. f
suppose that there is a flanger that such assistance might be

unwi-llingly given because of a mistaken idea that non-
linguistic classics courses in advanced education may be

spoiled by too much exposure in schools- I mentioned
eadier in the article that it is now not unknown for pupils to
follow classical studies courses throughout secondary
school - a few may eYen have had some exposure in their
primary schools. Is there a danger that such pupils wiJl
become bored? I "think not, first because there is never

enough time to cover everlthing. I will not take readers'

time with detailed syllabuses, but one only needs to look at

any selection of topics at atry level to see that it is neither
recommended nor possible to do the lot. The second reason

is that at each level there is a distinctness of approach:

teaching about the theatre to a mixed-abilin' rtrird vear
group is different iri context and emphasis from one's

approach with a first year or a flfth vear. Thirdlv there are

certain concepts which can only be introduced as such at
certain stages of development and experience. Fourthly
there are the changes of teacher and establishment which
can induce fundamental changes in attitude in the pupil, and
lastly there is the question of 'activity' - the part the pupil
pta_vs in coming to termswith the subject. This might involve
tutorials, seminars, classes and so on at one level, but also
discussion groups, personal research, museum visits, the
production of plays or even holidays in Italy or Greece.
Given these variants it seems to me unlikely that the student
would flnd an)'ttring repetitive or dull.

Il as I hope, my remarks are construed as a plea for more
classical studies at all levels, then it is also vital that we
artend to the other question, i.e. resources without which
this potential growth area will be stunted and will fail for
lack of sustenance.
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Classical Civilisation as a Degree Subiect
I/itio parentum rara iuventus' ?

Stephen Hill and Penny Murray

In essaying this title it is very difficult to avoid appearing to
do little more than offer a defensive response to a mass of
critical statements to the effect that degrees in Classical

Civilisation rq)resent a lowering of academic standards in
the face of a decline in the number of applicants who are

suitably qualified to undertake a traditional hoflours degree
in Classics. It has been argued in defence of Classical Civil-
isation as a degree subject merely that it attracts students
into Classics departments, effectively subsidising the con-
tinuation, by increasingly small numbers of participants, of
what these dq)artments have been doing for centuries. Such

afguments are cleady based on the unacceptable premise
that there can be stratification within the student body, with
those pursuing Classical Civilisation being second-class
citizens. Canning may have seen the necessity of calling'the
New Wodd into existence, to redress ttre balance of the
Old', but Classical Civilisation ought not to be seen as a

knight in somewhat tarnished armour coming to the rescue
of an eldedy maiden aunt in reduced circumstances. The
fecent introduction of television cameras to the House of
lords has served to restore public awareness of that vener-
able institution, but at ttre cost of such remarks as 'It was
quite fascinating: I thought that all those who spoke had

died years ago'. Classics must not be allowed to reach such a

state of moribundity, but if Classical Civilisation cannot be

fustified as an academic discipline in its own right then it
should not be studied.

Our problem is exacerbated by the fact that some of the
harshest critics of Classical Civilisation as a degree subiect
are to be found among the ranks of Classicists themselves. It
is, accordingly, all the more important to seize the oppor-
tunity to be positive about this more recent branch of the
subject. If we cannot convince our own number, it is point-
less to attempt to convince anyone else that Classical Civil-
isation is a proper subject. What follows, then, is riot an

apologia, but rather an attempt to s€t out the positive
reasons for studying Classical Civilisation at a university'

We must declare an interest here, since theJoint School of
Classics at the University of Warwick does not, in fact, run a
traditional Classics degree, and never has. Our degrees,

therefore, cannot be iustified by the negative argument that
they exist to preserve pre-existing Classics degrees. When
the idea of establishing a Classics department at Warwick
was originallypropounded, the proposal arose from afaculty
which already included Classical scholars (especially in the

departments of English and Philosophy) and which felt the
need to have all aspects of Classical studies represented

both by colleagues and by resources in the University
Library. The Faculty of Arts cleady believed that a Classics

dq>artment was a necessary academic resource. But the
issue of what degrees such a nascent department should
offer gave rise to interesting questionswhich are still, forus,
vital issues: 'What is the point of having degrees in Classics at

a New University, and, assuming that there is a point, how
should these new degrees relate to existing ones within
both the Faculty of Arts at Warwick, and Classics depart-

ments at other British universities?'
The fact that the Faculty of Arts actually saw Classics as a

necessary element in its programme within a New University
is eloquent testimony to the fact, so often conveniently
ignored, that Classics is not some species of academic
dinosaur, not a subiect without relevance to the modern
wodd. An appreciation of Classical culture and institutions
is fundamental to our understanding of the wodd in which
we live today. No analysis of modern literature, politics, law
or society can divorce itself completely from Classical
precedence. In this respect Classical Civilisation as a subl'ect
is ofparticular relevance, especially since it is founded upon
interdisciplinary principles, and because it sets out to
explore the Classical wodd as an entity. The subject is not
restricted to the study in the main of the flfth and first
centuries BC, but embraces a time scale which can reach
from Minos toJustinian.

Since the staffwithin the Arts Faculty at Warwick saw a
department of Classics as a necessary resource, it was
reasonable to argue that students, too, should haYe access to
the subject through availability of library resources, contact
with Classics students, and participation in Classical options.
But in a faculty in which ttte emphasis has always been upon
comparatiye studies and in which the departmental struc-
tufe was not entirely rigid, it seemed important ttrat if
Classical degrees were to be introduced, they should include
more than languages and literature in order to reflect fully
the range of interests within the other degree subiects in the
faculty. There was a feeling, too, that it was important not to
provide another traditional Classics degree since there were
plenty of these flouristring in other universities already. One
obyious response, given the balance of existing iriterests at
Warwick was to establish a degree in comparative literature
embracing English and Latin, which could be available to
students with 'A' Levels in both subiects. This course was
adopted, but since these issues were being faced at a time
when the 'A' Level in Classical Civilisation was still some-
thing of an innovation, the further decision was taken to
establish at Warwick another degree which, as well as suiting
the considerations set out in the previous paragraph, should
lead o4wards from the 'A'Level in Classical Civilsation.

It was important, therefore, to consider what possibilities,
which might not automatically be available in a traditional
Classics degree, were offered by Classical Civilisation as a

degree subject. The arguments wtrich applied ttren are still
more relevant today. The most obvious distinction arises
from the fact that candidates who enter universities witl 'A'

Levels in both Greek and Latin can be assumed to be c4able
of proceeding directly to the analysis of Classical literatune
in its original languages, since they have alr€ady rd a

nrimber of set books at school. But students rsi& Ctassical
Civilisation at A' Level may actually have rd consideratrly
more Classical literature in translation, an{ altttough stiJl
lacking the linguistic skills to underr:ake detailed literary
analysis, may actually have a better iategrated grounding for
the study of the general phenomenon of Classical history
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and culture. The beauty of the 'A' Level curriculum for
Classical Civilisation is that in the time which would other-
wise be spent teaching languages teachers cafl take a

broader, more thematic view of Classical literature, as well
as introducing such new sutrject areas as art, architecture
and archaeology, whilst historical studies can be propedy
integrated with literary studies, thus avoiding the perennial
problem that Ancient History, by which we mean Classical
History, because it has an A' Level in its own right, has
tended to become divorced from the study of the literature
which provides its main source material. One of us well
remembers hayiflgLatiflproses criticised at both school and
university because they were excessively 'Tacitean': such
comment might now be taken as a compliment, but the
point being made at the time was that there was a divide
between literature and history and that anyone aspiring to a
decent prose style would do well to emulate Cicero's foren-
sic oratory. The separation of history and literature would
hav e puzzled Tacitus exceedingly.

As a model Classical Civilisation relates closely to other
recent curricular developments towards interrelated, inter-
disciplinary, studies. Classical Civilisation, in other words,
can be seelr as a subject which rqrresents a reaction to the
much narrower definition of Classics as a fundamentally
linguistic subject, which has prevailed for so long and has, in
the last twenty years, been in danger of killing the subfect.
We call to witness here the gentleman who met a Classicist
in an Oxford street and who is credited with the remark: 'I
read Tacitus for my prelims: the only comment my tutor
ever made was about Tacitus' unusual use of the dative.'The
development of Classical Civilisation as a serious subject
was a necessary step forward. Far from representing some
form of defensive reaction, it marks achange of emphasis in
our approach to the subject as a whole and complements,
rather than replaces, the traditional approach.

The great virtue of Classical Civilisation as a subject is that
it enables us to view a formative culture from a variety of
points of yiew. Classical civilisation as an academic subject
must be based on more than translations of literary texts: it
should include equally hefty doses of history, philosophy,
art history, and archaeology. These subject areas must be
related within the oyerall course structure, and should not
be too divisively defined within it. Thus the history should
include alarge social element, as well as the more familiar
diet of politics and military matters which so often attracted
the interests of the ancient writers. In other words, by
breaking away from a model of Classics which is centred on
the literature of the Classical era, it is possible to take a much
broader view of Classical culture. Authors like Pliny the
Elderwho have been relatively ignoredwithin degree struc-
tures in the past because theirwritings do not, perhaps, rank
them among the supreme stylists of Classical antiquity, can
be included in the syllabus for Classical Civilisation because
what they have to say is of such interest. Under the umbrella
of Classical Civilisation it is possible to undertak€ at under-
graduate level projects which formedy were possible only
as final-year special subjects, or else tended to be consigned
to infrequently taught MA programmes. An undergraduate
in Classical Civilisation who has an A Level in that subiect
can make interesting contributions to a seminar on, say,
Classical Athens precisely because he has been brought up
witlr a solid knowledge of its art and architecture, and has
been taught to look for the links between Thucydides and
Aristophanes, or Euripides and Plato, in a way which is
rurely possible in the limiting confines of the few set books
which a student who has A' Levels in Greek andlor i,atin can

be expected to have read.
'We have, thus far, avoided mention of language teaching

in the context of Classical Civilisation. One great virtue of
the subiect, which ought to be stressed much more often, is
that it is very motivating. Precisely because the students can
be thrown into the deep end in terms of lecture and seminar
material, they witl themselves quickly discover the need to
gain the linguistic skills which are necessary for Classical
research. In other words, instead of being introduced to a
relatively narrow subject, which may well appeal only to
those who find language work ftscinating in its own right,
students are immediately given a taste of the rewards which
can be gained from a solid knowledge of the Classical
languages. It is very much easier to teach those lariguages to
students who are motivated to learn them: teachers and
students alike are then engaged in a healthy, enjoyable
academic experience. In practice, of course, the discovery
of the value of linguistic work can and should be forced
upon students. A degree in Classical Civilisation which did
not include compulsory language work in the first year
would, in academic terms, be a very impoverished affair.
Not all students will aspire to, or be capable o{ reading
Thucydides in the original during their second year, trut
many will, and the opportunity must be available. Those
involved in such teaching at university level are often
pleasurably surprised by the dedication of students who
haye themselves decided that theywish to leam the Classical
languages, and who derive a great sense of satisfuction from
the process of doing so. Joy shall be in heayen over one
sinner that repenteth, more than over ninety and nine just
persons, which need no rq)entance.'

The fact that the traditional order of events has been
reversed by introducing language work at a relatively late
stage does not, then, necessarilymean that Classical Civilisa-
tion is some sort of academic 'soft option'. The application
which is required of a student who is to make a success of
demanding linguistic work, often involving two new
languages, as well as mastering the varied other disciplines
which are embraced by Classical Civilisation, ought to
secure its respectability. We should like, therefore, to
consider briefly the range of other demandswhich are made
upon the student of Classical civilisation. t^a.nguage work
need not be the only practical accomplishment offered to
such students. The Warwick degree includes a substantial
dose of practical archaeology. We are forhrnate in having an
important Roman site only three miles from the Campus.
The Lunt Roman Fort is owned, and run as a permanent
Visitor Centre, by the Coventry City Museum which allows
us to run research excavations at the site. Warwick students
have been involyed in research excavations at the Lunt for
the last five years, and are thus actively involved in ttre
collection of new evidence in what is still a growing part of
their subiect. Roman Britain is a core (compulsory) course
for second-year students of Classical Civilisation, and digging
at the Lunt is a compulsory part of the course, in which
students of all years can also be involved. The Roman Britain
course also involyes classes in such practical skills as draw-
ing pottery and small finds, fieldwork and surveying, and
computer programming. These activities provide a practical
variation in the standard pattern of academic work, and are
appreciated by the students for social reasons, since the
whole department can be involved. Students who have been
involved in digging during successive years can be promoted
to act as Site Supervisors. Employers, too, seem to be pleased
to discover Classics graduates who do not conform to the
stereotyped image of the dry Classical scholar who rarely
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peers over his Lidde, and Scott ro see what is going on in the 
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thematic approach which we would like to apply to the
study of all areas of the Classical wodd: considerations of
time forbid, but by providing such tastes of integrated
material we can expose students to the methodologies of
research in an area in w'trich graduates of Classical Civilisation
are uniquely well qualified.

In the third year all our students take part in a Special

Subject. We chose the Graeco-Roman city as our theme for
this course, which involves a traditional written examination
as well as submission of a IO,OOO word dissertation, because

the study of urbanisation in Classical antiquity seemed to us

to be central to a degree entitled Classiczil Civilisation. The
subject allows us to introduce students to new disciplines,
including sociological analysis, encourages wide-ranging,
fertile seminars, and enables students to pursue, through
their dissertations, whatever aspect of the broad conspectus
of disciplines contained within Classical Civilisation appeals
to them particulady. Thus dissertations have been presented
which range from the highly thematic, covering such sub-

iects as exile or Panhellenism, to the systematic analysis of
the history or monuments of individual Classical cities.

It is an implicit ,lssumption that all students will at some
stage be obliged to participate in a course from each dis-
cipline which is represented within our degree structure,
and that in the course of their second and third years ttrey
will specialise in different areas within the overall subiect.
Because we attach great importance to the language-based
courses, there is considerably more choice within the struc -

tufe for students who continue their study of Greek and
Iatin into the third year, bywhich time all students, including
those who started a Classical language in the first year, will
be engaged in literary analysis using original texts.

The system is not perfect: there is, after all, a limit to what
can be packed into th-r'ee years. But we feel confident that
students will emerge with a sound general understanding of
Classical institutions, which has built upon what they learnt
for their 'A' level; that they will have caried out academic
work at a detailed and respectable level; and that they need
not feel that their degree is in anyway inferior in content or
difficulty to others, whether Classical or not, with more
ancient titles.

To return to our main theme, Classical Civilisation is a
worthy subject in its own right, and one wtrich demonstrates
that those who teach Classics are prepared to adapt their
approach to their subject in order to suit the innovations in
modern educational thinking. Through this activity the
future of the whole subject is ensured, because standards
and seriousness are preserved whilst the subfect's general
attractiveness and relevance are enhanced. In Classical
Civilisation we have a vital educational model which we
ought to be proud of: the subfect allows access to all the
disciplines which are represented by Arts degrees as well as

providing an opportunity for an introduction to some of the
technological skills which are becoming increasingly higt ly
ptized. Such combinations and breadth are rarely offered in
other degree subjects, and Classical Civilisation has the
advantage over Combined Honours prografirmes, which
embrace several subjects, that its coritent is cohesive and
closely integrated. Classical Civilisation, as we have said,
still 'trains the mind' and still confers the 'advantages of a
Classical education': both processes are accomplished with-
out diminution of academic standards.

We can still have confidence in Horace's prediction
(OdesI.2):

Audiet ciuis acuisse femtm,
quo graues Persae melius perirent,
aud.iet Pugnas aitio Parentutn
rara iuasnhtg

STEPHEN HILL AND PENNY MURRAY

are lecturers in theJoint
School ofClassics,
Universiry of Warwick.

Postscript
Penny and I thought this out together, but I had to compile it, since

Penny is currently in Rome. I am, accordingly, entirely responsible

for ail lnfelicities of style or content. I should like to take this

opportunity to thank my other long-suffering colleagueswho read

tfre arm of this piece and made useful comments, and, above all, I
should like to acknowledge my debt to my students, many of whom
also read this in draft. I am most grateful to them for their cofilments

and support, especially since thay have to endure tfre consequences

of our views on Classical Civilisation. Finally I would like to em-

phasise that this is meant to be a discussion paper, and we hope that

ieaders will send us their comments- The 'A' level syllabus forJACT

Classical Civilisation has not developed since its inception: we
would like to see some movement now in ttre direction of the

inclusion of more thematic material to complement the existing

elements which are, with a few notable exceptions, based on set

texts. We have set out our reasons for believing that Classical

Civilisation is a vital and substantial degree subiect: we believe that

a more thematic syllabus for the A Level would be entirely in
keeping with the philosophy which undedies the subject, would
incieasi its attractiveness in schools, and would, therefore be a

beneficial change in the interests ofboth schools and universities'

S]'EPHEN HILL

Clay metope from ttre temple of Apollo at Thermum in Aetolia, around 625
BC, probably represeflting the maddened daughters ofProetus ofArgos.
From Tbe Cambri.dge Anciefit H istory, P lates to VoL lfi,reviewed on p. 29.



Classics, the Acad€nY, and the Community

FannieJ. LeMoine

Study of the classics has changed dramatically in recent
years. It has also remained the same. How both these state-
ments can be true will, I hope, become clear in the following
pages. The report begins with a brief description ofwhat the
field of classics covers and how it developed before the
twentieth century. It then examines how the subject matter
of classics has expanded and how methods of teaching and
research have changed. The conclusion contains a few
suggestions for integrating study of the classics with the
cultural life of the community.

Classical Studies in Past Centuries
The field of classics is intimately linked to its subiect matter,

the culture, history, art, and literature of the ancient Greco-
Roman wodd. Its development as a field of study reflects
changes in education and evaluation of past history that
have occurred in the West since at least the tenth century
AD.

Knowledge of classics has always been based upon the
gfeat authors of the Greek and Roman past. Yet the canon of
iuthors and texts considered worthy of preservation has

varied. In the middle Ages the list of auctores or au*rorities
read in the curriculum included many Iatin writers who
would not now be cited so frequently, such as Boettrius,
Martianus Capella, Donatus, Statius, and Sedulius. But it also

included authorswho haYe traditionallyformed the basis of
appreciation of our Roman cultural heritage such as Virgil,
Horace, Cicero, and Ovid. As Curtius says in European
Literature and ttte Latin Middle Ages,l 'The selection of
authors studied in the medieval schools includespagan and
Christian writers. The Middle Ages makes no distinction
between "gold" and "silver" latinity.The concept "classical"
is unknown to it'.

The number of Latin authors considered part of the
curriculum increased steadily into ttre thirteenth century.
During subsequent centuries knowledge of Greek also

increased in Western Europe, as did the presumption that
histories of the past should be divided into periods and
classified by distinct, descriptive categories. The canon of
authors on the curriculum changed to reflect both these
developments. More Greek authors appeared as regular
rcadingin the curriculum. They replaced some of the later
and now less acceptable latin authors, especially Christian
and pagan writers from the late antique period.

Every reading list reflects iudgements made about the
yalue of the past and what is worth passing from one age to
the next. For the medieval student the list of curriculum
authors cleady provided examples of style and substance
considered worthy of imitation and transmission. Yet the
special meaning given to our understanding of the term
'classical' or 'the classics' arises out of the establishment of
the principles and characteristics of selected periods of
Greek and Roman literature and art as formal standards by
which other art and literature should be ludged. In the
seyenteenth, eighteenttr, and eady nineteenth centuries,
study of the classics increasingly became the reading of
Greek authors from Homer to Aristotle and the mastery of
Latin authors from the later Republic and eady Empire. In
other words, the authors fell within faidy sharply defined

temporal limi6 that tended to surround and highlightAthens
of the fifth century BC and Rome of the first century BC and
the Augustan Age. The great authors from these 'golden'
periods of the past are st:ll standards to which epic, drama,
lyric poetry and oratory are compared. Those authors remain
the core of any classics curriculum. But a contemporary
classicist's perspective on ttre canon of authors and texts has

widened significantly.

New Findings, New Methods
The discovery of much new material has radically altered
our view of the temporal and geographical limits of classical
culture. It has also transformed our understanding of in-
dividual authors and entire literary and cultural traditions.
The discoveries at Knossos, Pylos, and Mycenae of clay
tablets, inscribed in a script called Minoan Linear B, are

celebrated eyents in twentieth-century archaeology. The
decipherment of Linear B by Michael Ventris clearly estab-

lished the language of ttre tablets as Mycenaean Greek. The
ability to read these texts has expanded our knowledge of
the origins of the Homeric epics aswell as the beginnings of
classical Greek art, mythology and religion. It has shown the
kind of cultural exchange that existed between the mainland
of Greece and Crete and has raised intriguingpossibilities of
contact and influence between Mycenaean civilisation and
other ancient cultures of the Near East. In short, our under-
standing of the chronological limits of the Greek recorded
past and our understanding ofthe geographical and cultural
boundaries separating Greece from Asia and the East have
opened onto a new historical dimension far more vast than
the lofty plains of Troy.

Less dramatic but just as significant for an understanding
of the classical authors are the ongoing discoveries of new
papyi fuagments. New fragments from the Greek tragedians
have given us, for example, an entirely newperspective on
the development and use of the chorus byAeschylus aswell
as deeper insights into how and by whom ancient Greek
poetry was read and studied. We now have more nearly
complete texts and more fragments ofknown andunknown
authorship than our not-too-distant ancestors possessed
and we are able to elucidate those texts wittr richer historical
and archaeological evidence. Through new editions and
revisions we also have greater access to works that have not
been lost but had been neglected.

Greater access to neglected works forms part of the
constant attempt to understand and appreciate the entire
continuum of literary and cultural history in the ancient
wodd. The attempt has resulted in extensive reappraisals of
the art and literature ofperiods formedy ignored or relegat-
ed to the hintedands of scholady enquiry.

In recent years the Hellenistic and the late antique periods
have benefited especially from intensive, scholady re-
evaluations. The models used to describe these periods and
the alsumptions made about their respective societies and
cultures have been profoundly altered. For example, Roman
society of the late third and eady fourth centuries AD used
to be described as a rigdly stratified, armed camp. Stress

was placed upon the defensive posture of the emperors and
the frequent, Draconian measures to control prices, to force
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peopleintotheprofessionsoftheirfathers,tofixobligations reflective investigations-of the effects of learning and

and seryices to the state, etc. Moveme.rtr "*ry-n-o---iZ"tirti. 
teaching classics have all found their places in the contemp-

or naturalistic representation in art and the increasingly oraryclassicscurriculum.Especiallyprevalentareconcerns

hieratic quality of portraiture were ,ut.., ," t t lr.. ;;p;;rfa wittr groups traditionally define d as 'outsiders' or 'incompe -

for a *odel of society seen as static, defenrJ. *J;fiory tena'lwoiren, children, brigands, slaves, peasants, and those

controlled. pagan authors of the period were regularly o1:l.fringesof society'

dismissed as decadent custodians of ,r, .r,fr".rrr.Ol?a.t-"y - 
Viewed hom one perspective' the methods used to train

tradition. christian authors were viewei;6;;J, classical scholars have varied very little from antiquity to

problematic purveyors of the classical traditionlnJil;;;; the present day' The basis of scholarship rests in the ability

caseslackingbothliteraryandtheologicalinspiration' to read and comment upon Greek and Iatin texts with

Revisedviews orthe r,atinvorld 
)Pr^NrL 

ff:'l,,f,,"i"1-friii#,, 
ti',ffi:#..:Tlli3 il3 ,'J*?

ft ir-Ali..iptive model of the late antique wodd has been .iiti.ir- have, however, undergone thorough transforma-

modified in almost every particular. The oft-repeated mea- ti""r; *O the ancillary skills associated with classical

sures attempting to stabiliie and control various ,:p.:q "f ictroiarstrip have developed an enormous deglee of sophis-

iif., *".f. *A p,inn. commitment revealed the gesir,eg aim; ii*,i"". Eiigraphy, the stuay of inscriptions, has contributed

the'repetitior'"lro r.rgg.sts the lack of success i1 a;hi1119 .*t."g".iyio t,r. t ro*tedge of ttre complex relationships

ttrt "i-. 
Other indic-a:tions point to a society in flux and inuin.fa,fr.fabricofancientsocietytogether.Forexample,

dynamic change. Changes in utt, liJ:tTy Tspiration' litttll the many inscriptions that record aspects of the patron-

th.ory, religious p..r,ra"iorr, models for heroic o1 virruols client reiationship show how central ttrat interdependency

behavior, ,ItitoO.r toward civic responsibility, in assess- was for the individual, the community and the entire ancient

ment of tln. sacred and the profane, in conceptions ofplace ;;16- The obligatory gift-giving and the assumptions of

,rJ ,r.ra.6t-di.rg of time are only a part of this period of 
-"t"uf service lnd benent obviously have far-reaching

t.r.rior-"tionof"theRomanwodd. social and economic implications. Under-standing the

One specific example will suggest the breadth:f ,hi: intensityofthatrelationshipisalsoimportantforanydeeper
revision^and illustratdthe energCtic expansion of classical ,pp...lrtio, of, to cite a specific example, the-cult of the

,.nof"rrt ip beyond the old chionotogicat toyiell fe11 p'ni,r"" saints in later antiquity. Numismatics, the study of

;r;*r\ iri his wort , Tlte Cult of tbe Saints: Its Ris-e a.nd ioi*, prtu.ography, the study of manuscripts, papyrology,

iun"tio, in Latin Clrristianity,i ,rgo.t convincingly that ,r.trr.if"gy "ori ut history are all flelds essential to the

*. -"r, rqrlace the traditional 'two-tiered' model 
".f Ytt rrr"irrt."rri.e and further development of classical scholar-

antioueChristianityw,hichseparatestheenlightenedrgtigron s-trip. gactr in its own area contributes enormously to the

;||'. i.;;J.ft.rno- the superstitiousbelieft andprac- L"if.".. we assemble in order to envision the rich, multi-

tices of the ignorant masses. He posits a-much more gy",i: faceted wodd of antiquity. Citing these fields first suggests

*J""m.a""iew of the interplay of religious ideas and tl-e continring dominance of philological and historical

pr".,l..r and contends that the cult of the ti"."_.ry:l: ..iii.lr- ln stirAy of the classics. But there is also wide-

L[l"i.a to the category of popurar lelslon fld-ryfl rpr.aa use of methods and approachgs $1awn 
from other

,..6i.O by the clerl-cal elite. Rather it is central : i: n'.tOr. ertt.opologyandthehistoryof religionshavegiven

;id;" of the period and to a new distinction::y::i r"".t r" ttre stuay orc*$ andloman *Jt"t""t and the
-Co8-grn 

r, .clean, power, deriving its auttrority from the i"i..p..tutions oi myttr. The influence of new theoretical

t 
"rv,-""o 

,rr. .rrn.i.*' povrer flowing from the coercion -"oirr can be seen in a number of recent books and articles

and violence of everyday^life. on a variety of ancient topics. James Rerlfielrt's Nature and

The prominence of the cult of the saints in the poetry of Cuhure in tbe ltiafr is perhapg one of the best recent

the period suggests the depth of ilsnilatign drawn from .*"-pf.rof aworkcombiningclosecriticalreadingofthe
tnli ,.fig""r[.r.f and practices. Prudentius and Pa^ulinul text;th new insights drawn from the social sciences'

of Non ale ody two of ttre most prominent.poets "f .go"9 Teactring the Classical Languages: Ttre Problem
fr-,fy and higtr station who celebrate the saints. Pauli"::': Many clisicists haye turned their attention to the most

i;;r poe; that links St Felix's Day, celebratf 1 tt5 p.*ki".probleminthestudyofctassicsandtheonewhich
miast of winter (January 14th), with the transforming joy,of -rr.* 

-.ttbds of language teaching hope to address. John

a heavenly spring renewing the soul at gverf .h-out !t:]]o:: Shughter, a formei Director of the National Science

t.tti-""y for th? strong devotion to the sain6' as can be fo"fiOuti"", wamed of 'A growing chasm betw-een a small

seen in these lines. scientific and technological elite arrdacitizerrY ill-informed,

Spring opens the voices of birds- indeed uninformed, o.r issres with a science component''a

My tongue 
"ru, 

st n.tir', Day its o$,n spring Most classicists confront a similar chasm between the small

For in this tight erren the wirrter blooms groupof scholars who have devoted their lives to the difn-

ror;oyil pJople. Black chill cult iask of mastering the languages and ancillary disciplines

t taylie around wintry frost; the year bestiffened in rtutriteness, neeOea for study of itre neta and the great body of students

ft . fight *i hin kindles happy ioy ori.itir.*ywho are either uninterested or unaware of the
Creating this spring inside me, , classical' component in their contemporary lives' Courses
Sadnessis gone, an exile from ttre heart; 

ffanslation 
^and 

classical civilisation are the most easily
The winteiof the soul is past 

ilrible and readily available means of bridging the gulf. But

studytngthecomplaitiegoflo:i:Ttsociedel,"T^yclassicistsarecommittedtothebenefitsandvaluesof
The subject -"aa.. Iorr.rld by the field of classics has also '" rtqay ,t ", 9an onry be acquired through some mastery of

expanded to .-u.ac. tt..rrti.. history of the transmission the ancient language itself'

of classical culture and its many reinterpretations. Interpfe- statistics drawn tom the 198O SAr (scholastic Aptitude

tatrons of the classical myths suctr a" tt ore oi the oed.ipis or r.rirl show that high school students who have studied

the oresteia, trr. iofl,;r,ce of classical authors arid self- t ti, ,.ot. slgnificaitly higher than other students' such
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statistics cannot be dismissed with the presumption that

Latin students will of course be among ttre privileged elite
possessing advantages of background, money and/ot
icademic talent. First, tatin students score higher than those

taking some other foreign language. Second, the success of
the FiES (Foreign t^anguages in Elementary Schools) pro-
grams nationwide indicates how much benefit Latin can be

for the disadvantaged student. The FLES program introduces
and encourages the teaching of tatin in the elementary
schools of some of our most economically roubled cities'
As the statistical survey and summary of the programs by
Nancy A. Mavrogenes in the Elementary Scltool Journal
demonstrates, latin does provide gteat help in the devel-

opment of reading skills and language arts. Recently the
National Endowment for the Humanities has recognized the
success of these programs by its award of $75,OOO to
Brooklyn College of the City University of New York to
suppoft the tatin Cornerstone Proiect. The project is
deiigned to introduce Latin into the city's elementary
schobk and to develop a new tatin curriculum for the
fourth through sixth grades (i.e. ages 10-12).

The statistics mentioned above are only the most obvious
and perhaps the least meaningful sign of the academic bene-

fits and infelectual joys derived from the study of a classical

tongue. Learning any foreign language helps the student
masler higher forms of the native language and recognise

the native language as only one linguistic system among

many. Learning Latin seems to convey special benefits
because of the clear differentiation of grammatical categories

and the need to develop a tather sophisticated awareness of
linguistic operations. W. H. Auden expressed these beneflts

eloquently in the following statement:

The primary value of the old 'classical' education was not
that it enabled is pupils to read latin and Greek in the

original - only a very small percentage did so after their
school days were over - but the feeling for and understand-

ing of ttre English language which it conferred' To spend many

hours a week translating into and out of two languages so

syntactically and rhetorically different from English gave one

a comprehension of how our own language works, which
cannoi, I believe, be obtained in any other way. It was not the
potential novelists and poets who profited most ' ' ' but those

who were going to be lawyers, politicians, joumalists,

scientists, etc., those, that is, who needed language as an

impersonal instrument. Since classical education was

abindoned, I don't think that the language of poets and

novelists has deteriorated, but the language ofpublic life, the
press, and the average educated man has.

Why then has the study of classics declined steadilyfrom the

beginning of this century until the last four or five years?

Many answers to that question touch upon broad and

important changes in American life and education' Two
factors, however, have special relevance to the teaching and

study of Latin: the popular and pervasive association of
chali<-dust with the notion of the classics and ill-conceived
efforts to dispel the chalk-dust by trivialising the subl'ect and

patronising the student. Karen Bowden, in'Continuing the
bialogtre, The Ancients and State Programs', summarises the
first factor well:

\We may be discouraged by a Yery strong association with the
classroom which classics, particularly tbe classics, carry' we
may . . . continue to associate the study of antiquitywith the

student andwith the rigor and discipline of formal study's

The rigour and disciptine of formal study are absolutely
essential for atty real mastery of Iatin and, indeed, of other
subjects. Rigour and discipline are not equivalent to pain

and boredom nor should rigour and discipline be sacrificed

to trivialisation, lack of challenge and poor-quality enter-

tainment. Many students would prefer discussing the great
*archaeologicat finds of this century to building a catapult or
clipping recipes for a Roman banquet.

Teaching Classical Ianguages: Promising Approaches
In recent years some intriguing developments have occurred

in the teaching of classics. They range from computer-
assisted instruciion to experimentswith living language and

using total physical response to improve language learning'
New textbooks and combinations of traditional and newer

approaches are being triedwith differing amounts of success'

ffr. advantages of computer-assisted instruction, for
example, are easy to list. The student benefirs from instant

correition wittrout the judgmental associations of grading

and correction by the teacher. The student is in control of
the learning exercise, can rq)eat material as often as neces-

sary and can progress as quickly or as slowly as desired'

In briel ttre netO of classics is fertile and bearing good

fruit. The fleld ha-s expanded enormously both in geograph-

ical and chronological terms. It has borrowed methods from
other disciplines and developed new directions in teaching

and research within the discipline.
Two of the major strengths of the field derive from its

long history. First, most classicists are aware of their own
role in establishing and maintaining an educational tradition'

As readers of texts that have been rsad and enriched by many

interpretations, classicists recognise how much richer and

more varied the great texts of antiquityhave become because

of the commentaries, inte{pretations and influence of earlier

readers. T}ire lliad of today is more complex than the text
cited by Plato's contemporaries. We can hope that itwill be

even richer and just as beautiful for our descendants' A

second strength derives from the study of an entire society

and cuhure. Classicists are forced to acquire some knowl-
edge of all facets of ancient life, and ttrey are regularly

eniouraged to build models of past society from the informa-

tion they possess. The penchant for model-building is

essential for furthering our understanding of the past and

applylng that understanding to the present and possible

futures.

The Classics andPublic Concern
Clearly, formal study of the classics is dfficult to integrate

within the cultural life of the community. Yet the classical

period has much to offer on topics of great concern in the
-ptes.ttt 

day.Letme conclude with three examples' Most of
us who are involved wifh education are extremely concern-
ed about what has been called'the rising tide of mediocrity
in the public schools'. The pursuit of excellence as an

uncompromised ideal is a hallmark of classical culture and

one thit might well be examined in our democratic age and

state.
From classical culture we have acquired the name and

concept of 'barbarian'. The various periods of our past in
which cultures have established their identities by contact
with the other, the different or the inferior are frequently
viewed as maior turning points in history. The conflict
hetween Greeks and ttre barbarians of the East (the Persians)

gives us the beginning of a distinctly and consciously Euro-

pean perspective on human affairs. The conflict between
Roman and barbarian and tlle new synthesis that emerged in
Carolingian Europe mark another major change in orienta-
tion. The discovery of the newwodd and the development
of the American frontier are more recent events, and con-
flicts between our own cultures and differing cultures of the



Third rffodd in our midst have just begun'
Another aspect of ancient culture which touches upon

one of our pressing modem concerns is the attitude tosrard

"ging 
a"O ttt. ,g.d. In eady Roman society the old man

(1enZ$had ultiirate authority in his household and carried

gr..a;.ight in society and govemment, a3 the name and

Eompositi-on of the Roman Senate indicate' At the same time

Plauius in some of his plals directs especially sharp criticism

at old men who behave inappropriately' The most obvious

exampte is the randy old man inthe Casina' whose roving

;.;d designs are hilariously foiled by the quickwits of his

wife and servants.
The facets and dimensions of a society's attitude toward a

group and the criteria the society itself uses to define the

}"ui should be carefully considered' Simplistic statements

a"Uo.ri tt . aged or women or children in past ages contribute

to simplistii statements about groups of people in our own

,ga. n'"t example, the enormous differences in women's

t?iOorn ana authority from one period to another in the

Greek and Roman woild need to be part of any perspective

on women's history. The degree of visibility and the legal

rights some women achieved in late antiquity are not

commonlYknown.
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Networks and systems of support, mechanisms for trans-

ferring power, long-standing concerns for justice, cMc
r.rpoitinmry, and i meaningtul life 

-are 9"1- I u few of the

mairy topics upon which the classical wodd has something

to say. Tirat wodd must find its voice and speak in this age'
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Latinand the age of the micro-computer

R. A. Jarvis
The readers of the IACT Reuieta may find of interest the
following article, which was publishe d in Tbe Times Educa'
tional Supplement of 3oth November 1984 in a much
reduced form. It represents an account of just one of the
experiments that are being tried up and down our land in an

effort tofind a secure place for Iatin in the curiculum of our
schools. It differs in approach from other such experiments
in two ways. Firstly, the school in which this work is being
done has evolved from an ordinary Secondary Modern
School in a semi-ruralatea. Because of this, tatin has had to
fight to make its place in the curiculum rather than simply
to inherit, as it were, a Divine Right. There have had to be

clear and firm grounds for introducing it at all. Secondly -
and this is an ideawhich may not appeal to t}te membership
of JACT - Latin is not being taught in the early stages for
itself but as the handmaid of other subject areas.

A consideration of the attitudes of teachers of Classics

thirty years ago helped us to find the grounds for the intro-
duction of latin. For one might well ask whether any of
those who began to teach Latin, ever seriously considered
what they were really doing. Those who turned ttreir minds
to such an abstraction as that, quickly satisf,ed themselves
with ideas such as these: they were providing for gifted
pupils what was required for entrance to University: they
were supporting any who were anxious to study Modem
Languages or Medieval History: the study of the Classics was
playing its part- unique but vague- in the training ofyoung
minds. Small wonder that in such a spirit of comparative
complacenry we were caught totally unprepared when
changes in educational thinking crept up on us. There were
signs of this: the most obvious, easily recogpised now with
the gift of hindsight, was the smaller part t atin was to play as

an entrance requirement for certain University courses.

Alas! few of us saw them. Many men of influence at that time
regarded tatin as a threat: itwas elitist and therefore divisive
because it could not be studied successfully by the majority
of pupils: it had to be discouraged. And so our cause was lost
through our own inertia, orwas it?

The small and sleepy market town of Baldock lies roughly
equidistant from the Colleges of Cambridge and Luton
Airport: though nestling between the A1(M) and the Weston
Hills, it is not untouched by what men glibly call progress:
after all it is part of the vast London overspill. But, perhaps

because its inhabitants are not slick or cultured enough to
be gulled by the fads and fancies of the so-called educational
millennium, or to be enticed by the easy blandishments of
radical novelty, they scorn to be among the'novi homines'
of this brave new wodd. Often the parents of prospective
pupfu of its only Secondary School openly reioice to find a

place which functions in a way that they recognise and

recall from their youth, and with aims which they under-
stand. So much that is called traditional has remained there

- discipline, uniform, Christian assemblies, the pursuit of
quahty and a love of what is beautifuL These parents often
reveal their sincerity by sending their children to the local
school rather than any other. And so the very school which
has long lingered in the rearguard of educational progress,

would suddenly find itself among the vanguard, if progressive
trends were to be reversed.

In September 1981 this school which is an ordinary
five-form entry comprehensive neighbourhood school,
began what some would call an experiment, but what is

regarded here as an attempt to improve the quality of what
is offered to our pupils. It passes under the name of tatin but
such a title is a timetabling convenience rather than an

accurate description. The aims of the course, which is slowly
evolving, should be stated and understood before reference
is made to what is being attempted; for tatin is taught as an

ancillary, not as an end in itself What we are attempting to
do might be summarised as follows:

1 to exercise the brains of the more able (the top 40% of
the First Year's intake start the course) and enlarge their
mental horizons:

2 to provide some sort of grammatical basis for the study
of foreign languages - and if you think that this has been
done in earlier years, in the words of a coroner to a

young doctor, 'Go outside, young man, and guess again':

3 to cause pupils to think about their own language rather
than simply write it - the cult of free expression ensures
that this is necessary:

4 to widen vocabulary and increase understanding of
words - the language of the tabloids and mobs of
hooligans can be a little monotonous:

5 to provide materid through which pupils are taught
how to learn and are encouraged to be accurate and tidy
in thought process and work presentation:

5 to offer some contact with a culture which played a large
part in the development of our own and with a system of
ethics which, though largely pre-Christian, still has

much of relevance for today- in the words of a former
Professor of Education: the provision of material which
will give 'touchstones for the making of moral judge-
ments'.

There are two quite differentways inwhichpupilsmaybe
brought into contact with the culture of Rome . The first falls
within the scope of a normal lesson. Can a teacher really use,

for example, the nouns consu! ot castra or legio wittrout
explaining to his class what a consul or a camp or a legion
was? The enquiring minds of young people crave the rich-
ness of such explanations. To take another example - should
one use expressions of time without reference to the
Romans' calendar? The second way is rather more subtle
and might even be called indoctrination. Roman ideas -
pietas, uirtus, bonestas - can appear quite naturally in the
work *rat is attempted. Roman Literature is full of stories
that extol the old virfues: such Literature is a fountain of
ideas for sentence work As constant repetition in hearing
the Authorised Version of the Bible or The Book of Common
Prayer left an indefnable but indelible mark upon youflg
people in days gone by, so ttrere is ground for believing that
children's minds may be influenced by spending time each
week in the company of Roman values. Hillard and Botting
may have offered rather more than has been recognised or
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was intended. This sort of 'education through osmosis'could ment and agent' pronouns - demonstrative' personal and

be a part of the ,hidden curriculum'. t, " ""r,-tt"*"*r, 
relative -, Ii-pr. expressions of place and time' use of

subject to proof or assessment in the ,ro*J"*"v. i uttr. imperatives, participles and infinitives, simple direct ques-

later reference will be made to the part ,h*;il;;;p-r tions ana tire ;"ssive subjunctive. This aim, if achieved,

ments in a school can play in imparting a knowledge of providesabaseorfoundationfor'o'levelwork'

Romanculture. 
n pray ln uuPixL,r5 d '--- 

Testing is continuous: each homework is devoted to

Thecourseitselfbeginsinrhefirstyearof theschoolThe eithei l."u.nirrg somelfring new or tackling a group of

top two classes ,p"rrO-t*11;;A , *..f. (o.ri of a total of "tttttt' 
eithEr from English into tatin or vice versa' When

thirry-five) reflecting on .,nery simple _ideas;;;;; 
: the internal examinations come, que-stions are set on simple

parts of speech, pu*" oi, ,.ri ..t ., laeas ofiimi ,.lllntt, matters of Grammar and translation is undertaken both into

gender and agreement - and this, v,hen .""..;;;";;;;tl Tg.fr"* t^atin. The progress of a form is determined bv its

may well occupy up to rwo terms. Th., ^d;J;-d;%: 
,n,ri.y to cope:uPti Efo o, the need to teach a particular

*oid of tatin seen. The Iatin is limited perhaps to a single Pf-frr in the syllabus' The production of work of quality is

declension and coniugation using a very smail vocabulary. prized tattlet than the 'uitlty 
to coYer a wide atea of

The sentences used have , at most, a subject, verb and-object. grammatical or syntactical ground; a thorough understand-

Translation is undertaken both into and out of Iatin: ing of what is being done ii deemed more important than

emphasis rm, .,"to.mf .rpo, p.o..sses. of.,translation and anlthing else. For these reasons examination papers afe set

upon accura.y. f' tt . 'r..'ora'year orignally the top class yeady, b-"ased upon the.experience of the class rather than on

continued the work with any pupils of the seiond class who "'y 
ptttotteived notion of what the pupils should know at

wished to do so. More recently, however, it has been decided a paiticutar time' The removal of the pressure inherent in

that the two classes who began the work ; ilil,.; the, crammar school system enables this to be so' It is

should undertake a second year, rtah.y ;;;*ffi; perhapsfairtoread.intothesestatementstheideathatfora

aptitude.Theyhavetwoperiodsr-..t*ori"*rvi".i.^. 
-cffiehensive-schoor with children of the tull ability

their knowtedge of case usage, of adjectives, and of more rang;anawith^aims, of nrcessity, farwider than those of the

declensions and conjugations. The .."pn#rlJ-a"r, u" old-crammar schools, the major use of latin in the ea.y

before,uponthethoughtprocessesinvolvedafiduponyearsistohelppupilstounderstand.language,.Iflatinisto
acc,racy of transratio, too, to and from r",i". r" ,t. iri.J Le a 'tanguage slrdy' aement, we believe that its place is in

year afree choice is given to those :"1".h;"; ;ilffi; 
the earfyeirs of Secondary Education' This is especially so

subject for t,-e pr.ri"arrr-t*o, provided that the results of asmanydngtshDepartments(forgoodreasons'doubtless)

that choice allow a sensible use of memb.tt "?tr^f"*rrta 
have aUand"oned the teaching of formal grammar as being

the time-table. During this third year, having revised unnecessary,dfficuttandboring.Thisstatementshouldnot

thoroughly the work previously done, the .tr"r-to,t' ot be taken to -t* that the Classics can have no other

from the simple r.rrt.ir.. and considers particular matters pt"pott' but rather t'] t a Comprehensive School one

of syntax, ..g. pr.poritiorr", the verb'to be', relative clauses, ,,'t'itloot to the English Department to deal with all the

expressions of time and place. As previously, translation is ml,thology, or: s oJpartment to deal with Roman religion

undertaken both to and from Iatin and accuracy is required. 1lj *t Social Studies Depaftment to deal with the more

we frown upon .Latin by guesswork, o, prrrpior"e, as it is significant political or historical mattefs'

sometimes called, at this stage, believing ifr"i,il"it"gft ..*The 
old-style n"glTh Grammar lesson has been men-

understanding of a sentence trinslated st o-rrta come befo"re d;d. whatis belng done here now goes rather further' To

any attempt to ,.n r. tt . translation. ea arr.*.rrJli,ni, y... take a simple illustra:tion: when considering the subiect and

Iatin finds its place in ttre list of optional .o' ;;:i;;;r. gil.t or, r"ntence, the child may learn to understand them

The two matters of teaching materials and testing must in ihatever way they are explained; but very often in times

now be mentioned. In the first ye-, *t .., i.[ #;i:!:; o-rptot"tt or haste' he will' as if by instinct' remember that

of Grammar are being considered, there is'no need of a in a simple sentence or statement the subject precedes the

text-book; examples are plucked from the air or from the "ttf 
alri the object follows it' ttrus making a hash' for

immediate envifonment of the lesson. Experienced teachers ."*pi., of tfe understanding of the complement of the

are unlikely ,o **i" ,Lo-book to help them produce test verb 'to be'. when however recognition of the relationships

material, for example, on the different ti.rO"-oi ro""t i" between verb and subject' and verb and object is moved

English. Notes from tire utacttro ard are taken down into "*ry 
ao* the matter oJword order because 'the Latin verb

exercise books, learning or wfitten homeworks afe set and goai u, the end of its clause' and so there is flo short cut to

deatt with rigorously as in any serious ";;;;;;&. 
Th; irr. r"u;.., 

"r 
object, a tull understanding is necessary of the

exercise book becomes the pupil,, t.*t-noot u,,d record of functions of subject and object and a pupil's failure to

work all in one. when ttre latin is begun, vocabulary is ""aottu"o 
is qulckly recognised' The whole tone of the

deliberately limited to about a dozetcommon nouns of the work of the first-two years is 
^kin 

to a kind of game' involving

First Declension and a similar number of verbs of the First a need to recognise -and interpret an ending in t'atin ol

conjugation. The whole stress of the work is upon the conversely to ri-o* understanding of the idea of an obiect

understandingofthefunctionofendingsbywritingttremor and to demonstrate how that idea is conveyed in Latin' Ir

recognisingttreminf^atin. Inthesecoriclyearacouise book, -t*, *:' U: Bl the biggest difference between what it

such as Hillard and Botting' sElem*ttaryi"rnniiiit"t "i 
being donc in this school and in the old English Gramma

Ritchie,s First steps in Latinmay be f"li;;;. B"t such lesso"nisthatwhatislearnedisthenappliedoutsideEnglist

books are a convenience rather than an essential: any seriouq and uses material in which the reality and completeness o

explanation tnat is-neeaed, i, grr..r, *irlr;;;;1,6ffi the tearning can be properly verffied' How long the memo.

teacher and copied into the exercise books. The same wilretainrhatpiecaoflearningisanothermatter-butever

procedurelsfollovredinthethirdyt"t'rilnli"i;'l'hfi that can be hilped' when other Ianguage Department

we hope to have dealt with: Actiye and passive voices, approachtheirsubiectsinasimilarway'

adiectives-"gr..-.;i*ddegreesofcomparison-,instru- 
'-Thi' 

'pptoach 
to Iatin and its place in our curriculun
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must, sadly, run contrary to the ideas of many people, who
would like to make a place for it at the heart of a Classical

Studies course. That idea has obvious appeal brrt the ques-

tion of time within the school's week seems to come into
the reckoning. How much time would we need for such a

course? If Latin in this school uses up two periods out of
thirry-five each week, how many periods would be needed

by us to take on board a full Classical Studies with latin
course? Or, if only two periods were available, would there
not be the danger of falting between two stools? Or perhaps,

would not the course have to be diluted and lose its impact?

The very lack of homogeneity in the idea or, if you prefer it,
its hybrid nature might make its aims hard to establish in a
teacher's mind, let alone in a pupil's or a parent's under-
standing. It is not so much a lack of merit in the idea that
might bar its progress as the lack of practicability. One

wonders how many teachers of tatin could show and
generate equal enthusiasm for the two disparate parts -
language and culture.

fi is not possible after only three years to point to 'real'
results or to draw any firm conclusions. It will be obvious
that ttre lenEh of time the course is pursued will influence
the amount it achieves. ri(e have no special faith in or
understanding of statistics and in this case the numbers of
pupils involved are not large. Perhaps then all that can be

done is to record a series of facts without seeking to use

them to prove anything:

1 Members of the Modern tanguages Department have

asked that the first year's work should be attempted by
the top three classes, i.e. 60"/" of the first year's intake,
because their work and progress, when the time comes
for written rather than oral work, is facilitated by this
study of Grammar. This ease of progress has been so

marked that it has been suggested that the top class of
our third year should be entered for GCE 'O' level
French inJuly 1985, i.e. after onlyfouryears'study.

2 Members of the English Department have from time to
time let slip encouraging comments, e.g. 'I wish my
fourth year set had done your course. They would at
least knowwhat a sentence looks like' and'Do you know
I didn't have to teach myform the parts of speech. I get
on so much quicker, not haYing to stop and explain
everYthing'.

3 Pupils don't rush to escape from the course. In the third
year, where there is a choice, about three quarters of the
top class opt to continue the course. What w'ill happen
in 1985 when the third year's workwill be open to two
classes remains to be seen. We do not anticipate an
increase in the number of pupils opting to continue
because by that time the demands made by the subject
maywell daunt the less able.

4 Of parents who visit the school, some look back on their
own school days and recall what t atin did for them - not
'to them', and say how glad they are that we are attempt-
ing this proiect: others make generous comparisons
between the prog ess of children without Latin and
those who study it.

These things are all factual: we refrain from drawing
inferences because it is two years too soon and because the
work is done in one school only. In addition we are not too
sure that we can distinguish the effects of sound teaching
and the influence of material of real value. Perhaps it doesn t
really matter too much! We are encouraged by the support

of parents, who iust because they don't claim to be
cognoscenti in matters of this sort, are prepared to bow to
our judgement when we say that we know what we are

doing, even thoughwe seem to be out of stepwith everyone
else. We now have fifteen pupils in ttre fourth and fifth years

studying for 'O' level examinations in tatin. If this 'straw in
the wind' means arything at a[ it suggests the possibility
that latin can be taught in this way and that, after the
ancillary work is done, it may draw to it young people with
particular talents. It is able to command enough attention to
escape the name-tag of a 'Cinderella subiect'. And that is
spendid: but growth in popularity beyond this, although
gratirying to individual teachers, would be unsatisfactory in
that it would push the subiect into an eminence for which it
is not suitable.

The closing remarks of the last paragraph indicate the
direction of our thoughts on the future of latin here. We
hope to establish the course that is now begun as an

accepted and usual part ofwhat this school has to offer: for
we are sure that what we are doing is worthwhile - even
necessary - and that we have started to achieve the aims

which we stated earlier. We also suggest that work of a
similar nature could, with profit, be undertaken in many
schools. If, however, such a step were to be contemplated, a

number of problems would have to be faced by those who
manage the curriculum:

1 How is such work to be included without putting at risk
the very important part played by English, Mathematics
and the Sciences, together with the Social and Creative
Studies that are offered in our schools?

2 Wilt it be possible to find quzlifisd staffable to teach this
subiect without weakening the staffing in other subjects?
(University Dq)artments will have something both to
say and to offer in this matter.)

3 Who is to determine (and how) which pupils would
benefit from the first and second years ofsuch a course,
and whether indeed *re quality of the schoofs intake
makes such a course useful?

4 Are there any text books suitable for such a course and is
there money available to introduce something new at a
time of financial stringency?

Our pupils live at a time when more and more of their
work and leisure time may be spent in front of a screen of
one sort or another. For this reason their contactwith other
minds - and particulady adult minds - is being restricted -
to their loss. This statement does not denote opposition to
technological progress but rather a fear that that progress
may destroy things of value without anybody noticing it.
The work we have begun was bom rather out of dissatis-
faction with what we had to offer and concern that culture
should not be swept away on the flood tide of change than
out of the wish to attempt - Canute like - to delay the march
ofprogress. Its first tottering steps have been taken and its
first appearance welcomed by people who wish to see it
mature as a complement to other teaching aids, flot as an
adversary. In the same way, in a quite different sphere,
Science and the Christian faith are said to walk side by side
radher than enter the lists in defiant opposition. When
considering things of value, which might be destroyed by
progress, we had in mind things like the nuances of language.
For there is a special pleasure in the gentle conversation of
people whose talents tie in expressing themselves accurately
andwhose riches are found in thewealth oftheirvocabulary



and the diversity of their ways of expressing themselves'

Would it not be a disaster for our children and our grand-

children if such conYersation and such talents were lost to

them for ever?- 
It seems clear that the anxieties expressed here flnd an

aat o itt ott .r places. Quite recently there have been articles

in the press toncerned with the spending of such large

amountt of money to buy computers for schools' Clearly

computers are here to stay and there is an obligation on

schoth to make their pupils aware of them and to help them

toundefstandalittleoftheirworkingwhileleavingto
.Lpi"y.rt tfre job of training in special skills' This cansurely

be done without destroyinga balance between 'progressive

iO1r"' 
""a 

things of value and beauty' The course begrrn in

this school although not started for this reason alone' rqpre-

r.""]"t, one way"of maintaining that delicate balance' by

;il;i", a[ iu emphasis upon language-- its variety' its

I..".i.y -O itt lt ii.,ldo"tity' It is interesting to learnthat in

N"ttf, ei"..ica there is a turning towards Iatin' How far that

will grow remains to be seen' Perhaps, then' teachers of

Cfarsics -igttt reflectwhether they are right to be so defens-

i"., *t.tnEr in fact there lies before us all the chance to

*rL orrt subject arise Phoenix-like from the ashes of our

o*, tt.gl..t and take up her rightfrrl place.again'this timg as

part of a modern systeri of eduiation' For ifwe fail to do this'

itis;"i iust Iatin that may be harmed; a small part of our

crrlt rre is at risk because of the growing presence in our

t-ives - worting and social - of the voiceless wonder which

could so easily influence or even dominate us'
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